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ACTION: FinaI rule. _ &PPLEMENTARY INFORUATIOK- ; r 
also in&de anaIyticaI techniques for 

1. Summary of Today’s,Action 
: determining comphance with the 

. :, “r-: j :. ;.- regulations. 
SUMMARY: This a&ion.amends the : 

._ 
. 

National Primary Drinking Water 
II. Statutory Authority and ReguIat+y .:;- : 

1 B&ground &PA promulgated NPDwRs in 1975, 

Regulations (NPDWRs) promulgated A; Statutory Authority ,. : ‘. . : iti -?- 1976,1980, and 1987 foratota] of 32'. 

pursuant to S,ections 1461.1412 and 1445,. 
B: &&a@~ &kgroun,j f .,-l--i ;y. ::.; : .ctrinking water COBtallliiillts. See 40 1 

of the Safe Dtiang wQerAct {sDWA). ,.lE pmments $aRes~ms ” .- : .;. :‘“: CFIZ14lJl-.16. At the same-time, SPA 

(42 USC. 3oof et seq., as amended). 
A. Approval of Inductilveiy CotipIed P~&IIzJ-‘. Pronndgated analytical techniques for 

These.amendments specify two 
,(ICPf-Atomic. _, 1. ” i A- theiawntaminants. See 4Q CFTI 141.2s 

alternate analyticai techniques that 
_ ~~~~~~ 3pec~ometrio’&&j. “? . : I’:> 36. Under these regulations, persons 
B. ApprovaI of Sotid.Phase E&a&on: :&--. c. 

have been-added to the list of analytical Method . ; ..‘- .I’ 
must use one of several1 approved 

methods approved by EPA to me&rue : IV3?utore Review of,Apaiylicsl hi&c&’ analytical techniques for determining. 

the ~concentration of sixinorganic . +1” .T’=’ compliance with the MCLs. In addition, 

che&als and four organochlorine 
V. ReguIatory Assessment Requiremeqts 

: A- Execlltive Order 12291 -. 
‘-* ... 1- tmder 40 CF’R 141.27, alternate analytical . 

pesticides in drinking water. These. - B. ReguIatory FIexibifity.Act ; ” * Fechniques may be used by public water 

techniques are the: @) Inductiveijr 
C. Paperwork Reduction Act * :’ ‘-. .y System upon request and after 

VI. Effective Date L.. 
coupled plasma (XP) atomic.emissidn 

::, . . . 
VII References ancI~Publici3ocke t * “;‘, 1. “i. 

wncurren~e by the State and EPA. 

spectrometric method for inorganic 
: . 3. fieguo&~&&g~~ud 

_ 

contaminants. and (2) solid phase ‘,;.. I:SumrnaryofToday’s.Action s ‘,‘;,“., ;;: -: ’ .EPA proposed the approval of-two 

extmction method for-pesticides. In e... Today’s a&on-makes tiilaI& *Go 
‘- ~.analytieaI techniques in the October 23,. 
5 

ad&tion&is.notice. amends the 
National Secondary Drinking Water 

-, additionsI anaIytim&ods f&* 
,, _, , ~#88 Federal Register. (1) The 

:, ., 
:.’ I. ..-*. inductively Coupled Plasma (I&)+ 

Regulations(NSDWRs) by.adding the, 
deteran&ingzompIiance witbexisting, 5 . . ~.~Atomic &i&on Sp&&omet+ &tbod 

ICP technique to the list of analytical 
NF’DWRs. Theyarei(1) Theinductively 
Coupled Plasma’ (ICP)Atomic .Emission 

: for the determination of.arsenic, barium, 

tecbniuues that may be used in .the, 
cadmium, chromium, le:ad and silver, . 

. . -. . . ,. ~oerecmmauon of fourinorgantc+ :., 
Spectrometric.Method.for’the _. .-...-, 

..: 1.:: d&rmin+iun@arsem~ barium,- 
.: 

_ 
qhemicalsr. _ 

. ..I - ” 
and@) the SoIidPhaseZxtraction 

cadmium, &romium, lead and silver. 
-&fethodfor the determination of endrin, 

EPA proposed .the..appro& of the&vu ’ . ..and (2) the.S&dPhase.Extraction.(SI?E) 
., Iiudane, methoxychlor and tpxaphene. 

techniques listedabove on October23;: I- Method for &.determination’of endrin, _:, 
.- In addition, the ICP method was 

1986 (51 FR 3766S)..The Agency requires hndane, methoxychlor and totiphene. 
proposed fordetermining comPIia&e- 

that only approved am&&al- 
techniques b.e used for determining-. 

In addition; the, ICPmetht~d is being 
with existing NSDWRs for copper, iron, 

7 added to -the IIst of analytiCal te&niques 
manganese and zinc. 

These technicrues have-been reviewed. 
timpliance with .the maxinmm 1 
contaminant levels @KLs) for NPDWR:- 
con&unInants: The Agency aIso.protides 
guidanbe on the adequacy of analytical 
techniques for the- detemnina tion of 
NSDWR contaminants:The.Agency has, 
determined that the proposed 
techniques are substantiially equi&Ient 

-in both precision and accuracy to 
techniques aheady Bpproved. 
EFFECTIVE DA’rlz This I&? is effective 
March.21.1666. In accordance with 46 
CFR ZW’,-t&S regulation shali be _ 
considered fInaI Agency.action for the 
purposes of judicial review at 1.~ 
eastern daylight savings time on March 
4.1988. . 

that may beusedfordetennining ’ ” - by EPA ,and the$ &e deemed e&ival&t _ 
wmpiiance with existing NSDWRs for - ..‘. 
~~pper,‘iron;b@anese and. zinc. 

_ to t.heIZPA’s approved test procedures’in 
. terms of precision and accuracy at the 
established MCLs. EPA will reexamine B. Statutory Authority and Reguiato& ‘( :. 

BaJtgromid : ‘_’ 

A: Stottitqry.Authority .‘I : 
The SDWA requires the EPA to 

promulgate NPDWRs which in&de 
MCLs or treatment techniques which 
public water systems must meet. SDWA ‘. 
section 1412. NPDWRs also contain 
“criteria and procedures to.assurea - 
suppIy of drinking water which ’ 

al the approved procedures as part of 
its revision of the existing primary 
&inkIngwater.reguIatians being 
conducted pursuant-to the 1986 
amendments to the. Safe Drinking Water 
Act Below is a description of these 
techniques. 

1. Inductively CoupledPlasma (ICP)- 
Atomic Emission Spectrometric Method 

dependably complies withsuch 
maximum contaminant levels; inctuding 
quality control and testing procedures to 
enstie comphance with such levels 
* l * SDWA sections 14Ol~l)(Df; 42 _". 
U.S.C. 33OFfl)~). In addition, section 
1446(b), 42U.S.C. 366j-@J. authorizes 
the AdmInistratnr to -requtie monitoring‘. 
to assist in determing whether Persons 
are.acting In compliance with the Act; 
EPA’s promulgation of.anaIyticaI - ‘. - 

This method (also know as “EPA 
Method 2667”) describes a technique for 
the simultaneous or’sequentiai multi-. 
element determination alf trace elements 
in solution. This method was developed 
by EPA’s EnvironmentaI. Monitoring and 
Support Laboratory. (SMSI+in-- 
Cincinnati and,has beenvaiidated 
through an interlaboratory method 
study. The Agency proposed the 
approval of this techniqae.for-the. 

ADDRESSES: The public comments and 
supporting documents are inthe public 
do&et. The public docket is located in 
the Science and TechnologSI3ranch, 
Criteria and Standards Division, pffrce 
of Drinking Water (WI-i-G6D), WSM, 
Entinmentd Protection’ Agency, 461 
M. Street, SW., Washington, DC 26466. 

- . 
. 
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determination of six primary 
Contaminants-arsenic, barium, 
cadmium, chromium, lead andsilver- 
and of four secondary contaminants- ,. 
copper, iron, manganese and zinc. The 
basis of the method is the miza?mrement 
of atomic emission by an OptiCal 
spertroscopic technique. Samples are 
nebulized and the aerosol that is 
produced is transported to the plasma 
torch where excitation occurs. 
Characteristic atomic,line emission 
spectra are produced by a radio ,. _ 
frequency ICP. The spectra are * 
dispersed by a grating spectrometer and 
the intensities of the lines are monitored 
by photomultiplier tubes. The : I 
.photocurrents from the ph,otomultipljkr 
tubes are processed and controlled by a ’ 
computer system. A ba&grouud 
correction technique is required.to 
compensate for variable background 
contribution to the determination of 
trace elements. Background must be 

. measured adjacent to analyte lines on 
samples during analysis. 

not sensitive eno.wb for the 

Pursuant to 40 Cl% 141.27, the 
‘Agency has granted limited approval in 
the past to laboratories requesting the 

- use of Method 200.7 as .an alterntitive 
analytical technique for certaii 
inorganics in drinking water samples. 
The acceptability of this ta&nique has 
been demonstrated through various data 
sources .incM.ing: (1) Performance - 
evaluation study data and (z) the .1 _ 
.~interlaboratorymethod validation study 
[i.e.. EPA Method Study 27, Method 
200.7. Trace Metals by.ICP). . ’ 

The Agency developed a ‘. 
concentration technique that allows for 
the determination of trace metals at 
Aevels significanti,y lower than the ’ 
established MCLs. This procedure has 
heen written as an Appendix to Method 
200.7 entitled, “inductively Coupled - 
Plasma Atomic .Bmission Analysis .of 
Drinking Water;” The concentration. : ,( 
technique requiresc&mentration uf 
samples at least four times prior to 
anaiysis. The concentration step is 

‘. necessary-because Metbod‘m.7; 
_ 

without concentration of the samples, is 

‘2. Solid Phase Extraction Method. 
The Solid Phase Extraction(SPE) 

Method describes the use of an SPE 
procedure developed by J.T. Baker 
Chemical Company as an aiternativa to 
the present liquid/liquid extraction 
procedure. The new test procedure is, 
described in a document *entitled, 
“‘Methods for Organochlorine Pastidides 
and Chlorophenoxy Acid Herbicides in 
Drinking Water and Raw Source 
Water.” This method was proposed for 
the analysis of e&in, lindane, 
methoxychlor, and toxaphene. The 
method uses .a serological polypropylene 
column which is packed with a 40 um 
average particle diameter NIA” silica gel 
covalently bonded and Rndcapped with 
a reversed phase organosimne. The 
packing is held in place by compression 
between two 40 utn Polyethylene frits. 

.After conditioning the column with 
suitable solvents, the drinking hater 
sampte is drawn or forced through the . . 
cohtmn. The low levels of contaminants 
are seiectively.extracted and 
concentrated in the Packing. Co- 
extracted interferences and impurities 
are selectively-removed .with a’ solvent / 
solution wash. The compounds of 
interest are then eluted with a small 
volume of solvent, .&p&&y 1 ml. The 
collected eluants are .subseequently 
analyzed for organochlorine $eSticides 
&.ng the USEPA-approved test 
procedure. Use of&he 3aker Solid Phase 
columns eliminates .tbe.&tid~liquid 

..extraction step .in the USBPA approved 
test procedure, thereby saving .’ . 
considerable time andresources. Since 
the analytes are adsorbed onto the 
bonded surface of the column nacking, 
the extracted compounds of ,interest &e 
in an “immobilized” state.and-the 
extraction columns can:be easily 
transported to central-laboratories-for 
immediate analyte-elhtion... i.. . 

J.T. Baker.Chemi&l Co.~campleted a 
study.which indicated comparability of- 
the SPE technique&the approved . 
jechnique for four orgatiochlorine~ 
pesticides: emlrin,li.ndane, L ’ 
methoxyohldr, and toxaphene;:Details . . . . _ _ 

determination of &en& and lead at the 
established MC&, Thiscon&tration 
technique improves the sensitivity of : 
ICP to other elemental contaminants B‘S 

well. EMSL gathered performance data 
(i.e.; precision, accuracy, limits of’ 
detection) for the following primary 
elemental contaminants-arsenic, 
barium, silver, cadmium, chromiuin, and 
lead-and foifour secondary elemental 

; contaminants-copper, iroa manganese, 
and zinc.These data showed improved 
fjerft+nmnCe for all the apalytesoi ‘_ 
interest.’ I : 

supplies were provided&a report to the 
Agency. ‘(Collaborative ?3toily, Proposed. 

. regarctmg2pe proposed and-approve@ 

J.T. Baker .Chemicai:Co. .Sofid Phase 

methods usedfor.developing the I. ,- 

ExtEaction (SPE) Alternate Test 

comparability data. .spiking &e&and 

Procedure(ATP); Test Method No: SPB-‘ 

the data.points-from.analysisofwat&r ,. 

500 for EPATest-Methods,for: I. 
OrganochlorinePesticideand 
Chlorophenoxy &id-Herbicides in 
Drinkmg~ater -aTld .Raw Source Water,’ 
NIPDWR Compliance:Mdnit@igf . 
Fkbruary 5,2985):Stadstictil ,analysks nf 

. 

the data nrovided in this renort wnrere 
performed by EMSL-Cinci&a.ti. The 
results show that in those cases -where 
there were statistical difference= 
between the two methods, the S@E 
procedure provided more conlpleaete 
recovery of the compound tested3 orthe 
SPE procedure was morepredsee than 
the EPA-approved procedure. inzaspection 
of the recoverieb and precision boy each 
method .and analyte indicated. th.tat these 
differences were very small and were 
insignificant relative to the appli.icable 
maximum contaminant level for 4 endrin, 
lindane, methoxychlor, and tasxa 2 phene. 

IB. Comments and Responses 

EPA requested comments On tube 
suitability of the ICP for .determiming 
compliance with prim,ary and seocondary 
MCLs for metals. EPA also requezsted 
comments on the suitability oiF tine Solid 
Phase Extraction technique for 
.determining compliance with :lormr 
primary MCLs for organochlorinee 
pesticides.. 

EPA’receiped a total of nine’ : 
comments onthe proposed rule. J-of 
these comments,~one wasa gene:ral 
comment commending EPA for ii& 
efforts to approve suitable; new ,=atid 
.improved,snalytical techniques. -The 
other eight conimenters provitiie6B 
specific comments on the ICP ,teczhnique 
and/or the SPE technique. Seven I 
comments addresse.d the ICP tecl.hnique . 
and’fourcomments addressed .th@Solid 

Phase Extraction’fSPE) techniqu~.‘The 
‘commenters were generally in fa - vor of 
approval of these analytical techniques, 
with&e exception of one nega tiwe 
comment on the ICPtochnique arnd one 
negative comment on the SPE tec%.nique. ,: : 
For e&h technique, a general summmary 
of the comments received, with EZPA’s 
responses, are.presented belovv. iA . 
.detailed comment-response docuriment is 

-4 ” 

contained in the&cord.for this + 
demaking. ,: :,. I . 4 ., 
~4. &&wl of Jnduckely CogpAled 
Plasma [KX+4 t&kc Emissh : .’ 
:Spec@qr$ric Method _ : 

~Sevencomments were ,receivea _. 
~concdrning the approvalof the IGP, 
techniqti far the primary 
contaminaxm+ars enic,:b&un., ,. : 
cadmium, ~cbromium, -lead sndsil-.verL 
and of four secondary containiiw.nts--.. . 
copper, iron,‘matiganese and zin=. Six 
commenters agreed with EPA’s 
recommendation for .approval of %&is 
technique :and one disagreed.wittm the - 

.commenters st e ICP method 



technique & considerabIy moth cost- procedures desk&d in the Appendfx, 
effective than other EPA-aunroved the 1CP feclmiuue will yield satisfactory 

. techniques for compliance’&G.toringing.” resuhti Secund, while iheprecisicm &xi! 
The qnmenter opposing approval of ‘bias estimates in the Appendix to ’ 

the ICP method cited three reasons why . ,Mefhod 200.7 are based OR single 
the Agency shouldnot approve the iaboratory data, the Agency has-a.Iso 
technique for compIiance.monitoring examined muitilaboratory~erformance 
purposes. First, the commentef daimed - evaluation-fPEl data On the ICP Method 
that the concentration procedtire 
provided for in the appendix to the 
method could potentiaIIy cause 
variability in the results obtained by the 
method. The commenter argued that%? 
Agency should have assessed the extent 
of thatvariability by conducting an 
interlaboratory validation study of the.’ 
concentration component of the,method.. 
~Seconc?, the cmmme~ter asserted that ihe 
method detection fiimits cited- in the 
appendix to Method 2W.7 were too few, 
the cummenter calculated aftetiate ’ 
MDLS in order to demonstrate that the 
ICP technique was not sufficientfy 
iensitive to serve as a monitoring : 
method far Iead and arsenic. Third, the 
commenter claimed that certain 
procedures.foIIowed In Method Study 27 
were flawed and undermined the. 
reiiabi&y of the study’s res?&s. The: 
discussion below ~e~onds’to each of 
thesie comments in turn. . 

I. Potential <ariaMiity dire to. . 
concentration procedure, and necessi~ 
of conducting interlaboratory validation 
study ‘c“., 

Ei?A!<greeS with the comment& that 
kmdration procedures can introduce . 
add&&l yyiabiility in the iesuhs 
obtained.by an analytical method.. 
However; data gathered .and 
summarized in the appendix to Method 
~063 demonstrate that the over& 
prkision of the method improves 
signhfly as a resplt of fbe faur-foid 
concentration of the-sample which is 
required for drinking water samples. 
The commenter asserts that in the 
general population of laboratories. error 
added by the concentration step may be 
suffkiently large to offset any’addi,tionai 
precision which may be obtained 
through concentration. To judge the 
variability across different laboratories, 
the conunenter asserts *at an 
interlaboratory study is necessary. 

EPA rejects these contentions on 
several grounds. Fist, EPA believes that 
the cancems expressed by the 
commenter are addressed by the 
mandatory quality control requirements 
described in the Appendix to Method . 
ZOO.?. EPA believes that the best way to 
ass&acceptable anaiyticai results is io 
require that each laboratory which 
proposes to use a method demonstrate 
its ability to meet specified qua&y 
contro1 requirements. As bng as 
hboraratories’properly follow the 

I- . 

collected bi EpA’s.EnvfronraerttaI 
Monitoring and Supp@ LriburiHcny. 
These data indicate, that better precision 
is attained Py laboratories using the ICP 
as ofiposed to the appmvkd atomic 
absorptiop riiethads, and rehte the 
commenter’s argument that .’ 
unafxeptable variz$.$ity wiI1 occ& 
during the day-today operations of 
various L?boratuti&. 

The- connnenter’s position aIs6. 
appkrs to be bas&i on the erroneous 
assumptkn that interlaboratory 
validation studies must always be 
conducted prior to approval of an _ 
analytical technique; While such studies 
are gene&y beneficial, EPA has 
repeatedly approved the use of - 
diternative ar&tkaI-techniques 
witbout .having perfomed any 
irrterfaboratory studies. This was t@ 
case with the &as chromatographic 
methods.for trihalomethanes ana the 
furnace‘atomic absorption methods for . 
metals which wee approved izi %~XJ and. 
lQ& respectively, ltn.1967, the Agency’ 
approved five analytical metfiods for 
some vcdatiie organic &emicals (VOCk) 
&at were mi3difications of existing 
methuds for VOCs without having 
conducted int%rlaboratory validation 
s.fndIea of those methods. The costs to 
the Agency of-conducting 
interlaboratory validation stxdies~for 
every ak@ical method or modification 
of existiug methods would be 
prohibitive- Thus. emphasis is given in 
the drinkingwater prow to the 
demonstration of the laboratory’s ability 
to attain resuks within spekified 
accuracy limits. This demonstration of 
capabilities is an+&egFal part of the 
Drinking Water Laboratory Certification 
Program. This program provides a 
mechanism for the evahmtion of I 
laboratories to help assure the validity 
of data generated. Laboratories wishing 
10 analyze compliance samples must 
Ineet the requirements of this program. 

2. Method deter&m limit of the fCP 
technique 

The con&enter also ol&cts to 
‘approval of the ICP technique on the 
basis of the requirement written in the 
appendk to Method 2oO.7 that the 
detection limits for each element must 
not exceed one-fifth of its corresponding 
‘MCL, Using established procedures 
containe,d in 40 Cl32 Part 136 Appendix 
3, EPA projected MDLs for each, 

00.0 

eiement, andincluded those MDLs in the 
Appendix ,to Metkd 2Q3.7. The 
commenter seemed to challenge the . 
validity of these MDLs. and performed 
calculations using data from Method 
Study 27 (it&laboratory validation of 
M&cd ~00.7) to project d&rent MDLs. 

EPA examined the statistical 
manipukttio~sperformed by the I L 
commenter and conch&d that many 
assumptions made by the commenter 
are not technically justifiable. The 
manipulation of Nletbod Study 27 data 
foe&mate MDLs does not follow the 
procedure in 40 CFR Part 136 which EPA 
has determined is appkpriate for 

- determining MIXa. TheSefore, EPA 
b&eves that the conclusions derived 
from these manipnlatioua are 
in&mate. Mu.Uilabora,tory method 
studies are simply not designed to 
estimate&iDk The lowest 

. _ 
. 

concentrations actually tested in. . I 
Method Study 27 atie higher than those 
which, under EPA procedures, must be 
used to estimate W3L.s [Glaser et. aI, 
Ei?%sci.nch~15,1426.1981). 
Generally, the use of concentraticks 
higher than required by EPA procedures 
results in overestimates of MDI.s. As a 
result, the detection limits calculated by . 
the commenter were too b&h. This is not 
to say that ail laboratories will be able 
to achieve,the method ~detfzction limit 
calculated under ideal research 
conditi&ns by EPA laboratories. EPA 
recognizes that detection Iits can vary 
depending upori the precision attainable 
by individua! laboratories. To minitize 
this variability and insure satisfactory 
analytical results, Method 200.7 with 
appendix requires Iaboratories to 
demonstrate that they can reIiabIy 
adyze compliance samples at the . 
maximum containment Ieveis. 

3. Challenges to design of 
interlaboratory validation Study- 
Method Study 27 

The commenter also questions the 
appro,priateness of tbat portion of the 
interlaboratory study for ICP where 
participants collected and spiked their 
own tap, surface and reagent waters. 
The commenter expressed concern that 
this practice caused the study results to 
be non-uniiorm and, therefore, not of 
sufficient qualie to eu.sure that the 
precision and bias of the ICP Method 
200.7 were acceptable for compliance 
monitoring purposes. 

The commenter asserted &at this 
probIem arose in connection with the 
interlaboratory validation study of the 
furnace atomic absorption methods 
(Me&o8 Study 311 because in that study 
as well, oarticipants collected and 

-n samples of reagent, tap 

. 
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and surface waters. According to the 
commenter, Method Study 31 concluded 
that the performance data were 1 
adversely affected by this practice. 
While noting that no such condlusions 
were drown in Method Study 27. the 
commenter hypothesized that MD- 
uniformity would have had a negative 
influence on the precision and bias of 
the ICP technique, if the 
preconcentration procedure had been 
studied along with Method 200.7. 

EPA agrees lhat concentration may 
interfere with the recovery of an analyte 
in certain water matrices (i.e., catme 
matrix effents), but disputes the 
commenter’s belief that the procedure 
described in tie Appendix to Meihod 
200.7 poses such problemsThe 
commenter’s reliance on Method Study 
31 is misplaced. While the study 
observed some statistically significant 
matrix effects for a few elements in 
surface and effluent waters, no such 
effects were noted in the drinking water 
matrices. Thii observation indicates-that 
drinking water, being relatively free of 
contaminants, is not.likely to contain 
many elements which interfere with 
accurate recoveries of elements of 
concern. 

In addition, the appendix to Metbad.. 
200.7 addresses potential interferences 
caused by concentration of samples. 
High levels of cal~tium and magnesium 
tee the primary interferen,ts whichresult 
from concentration of.sampies prior to 
ICP analysisThe method requires thda 
manix-matched calibration standard be 
used &en the concentration of calcium 
or calcium and magnesium combined 
exceed certain levels. Laboratories 
foliowing this practice will not 
experience matrixeffects due to the, 
concentration Procedure contained in 
the Appendixto -Method 200.7. 

B. Approva!af Soiid Phase Extmcfrirn 
Method ..- 

Four comments were received .- 
concerning the approval of the.SPE 
technique fore&in, lindaire, 
methoxychlorand toxaphane.Three.uf. 
thencnnmentemagreedwithEI?A! _. 
rewnuna&*n fur approval of this 
technique. oneof these wmmenters 
.provided .spec*&cmaear ch references 
that support -the use of&id-phase 
extraction methods for urganochlorine i 
pesticide analysis. Tbe fcmrt commemer~ 
the Cbtiaal Manufacturers 
Association {CMA). statdthat the 

- 

applicant, &YE-Baker Chemical 
company, failedto establish 
.equbfalencyfor theSPE~method,.and 
argued, .therefme, &at this method : 
shotiaot’begmted approval, J-T, 
&&er condmzteda~olIahotive stndy ; - . 

proposed SPE method and theI.JSEPA- 
approved method. The analyses were 
conducted by two different laboratories, 
Rutgers University and Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute. J.T. Baker 
provided a reportto the Agency thti 
included the concentration levels used 
and the data points generated from 
analysis af water sample6 using the 
proposed and approved methods. 

CMA stated that the IN&r 
“Collaborative Study” submitted to EPA 
in support of their application does not 
contain an interpretative text, statistical 
evaluation of datajr any 
interlahoratory assessments ofprecision 
and accuracy. How&r. &the purpose of 
the J.T. Baker ,study was ~nlpto provide 
the Agency analytical data using both 
the proposed and .the approved 
procedures. The Agency does not 
require the report tocontain statistical 
evaluation, da& interpretation, or 
assessments ofprecision and.accnrscy. 
The subject report satisfies the 
comparability data requirements for 
nationwide approval of alternate test 
procedures. To satisfy these 
requirements+J.T. Baker was instructed 
to collect drinking wuter from six 
geographically dispersed water supply 
systems which utilized gronridand 
surface water.Erom each system, six’. 
grab samples were collected, spiked 
with known amounts of lindane;endrln, 
methoxychloc or toxaphene, split, and 
analyzed eight times; four each using the 
.approved liquid/liquid axtmction 
method as specified in 40 CFR Part 14, 
and four using the Baker SPE technique. 

Two EPA laboratories conducted ’ 
statistical analysis and technical 
reviews of the data providedby JX 
Baker. CMA’s critique of 3ak& 
coUaborative study appears to be Based 
on their assumption that the apphcsnt 
had to provide statistical analysis of the 
submitted data. Ch4A.app+&r.&l,n~t 
obtain cepiesofthe.te&nicalreviews-.- 
listed under&e PublicDodket~ .’ 
Referermessectionof the proposed rule. _ 
During the tedmicalretiews,EI?A 
.addressed the specIfic’issues raised’by ‘. 
CMAz (1) Ttiat~e of tie lndvemitiss .. 
involved.in the study experielmed 
aericms pmblems wiih tha recovery~ 
analysis of methoxycblor, [Z) that there 
are some questionable results, and [s) 
that there ere a b?gh.munbardfFalse 
negathes. EPAresponsea to these issnes 
am tmmm&zedbelow. : 

1. The .cumme&er correctly points out 
that one.nnivemityhad.&f’ficultywIth 
the 4a~very~anaIysis ofmetha&il~~ ,- 
However, this i3iBkdty~as - _ . 
exper%nced~bo%hthepra~msedand 
thypwed ark&&almedluEla: This, - 

analytical methods indicates that the 
preparation technique which is ihe 
unique feature of the proposed method 
was not the na*se of the seecovery 
problem. Since both the approved and 
proposed methods utilize identical 
procedures to determine the presence 
and Lhe ammint of analyte in a sample, 
and since there were recovery problems 
with both methods, it is likely that those 
problems were doe to deficiencies in the 
determinative procedure. Therefore, the 
experience of-this laboratory does not 
refute other evidence that the solid 
Phase extraction technique is equivalent 
to tire approved analytical methods. 

2. ‘Approximately forty-one 
qu&ionable&.ta points were 
encountered;the majority.of which were 
Immediately noticeable by excessively 
high recoveries. All hut five were 
documentable reporting m calculation 
errors and were corrected prior to 
statistical analysis. The remaining 
number of questionable data points is 
not signIIcant considering the total 
number of results. 

3. EPA’s review.eliorevealed false 
negative results, i.e., zero percent . 
recoveries for an analyte extracted by 
the SPE procedure when the approved 
extraction yielded.acceptable 
recoveries. Of the 960 individuali 
analyses reported, six such rest&were . 
observed. I-Iowever, this number is 
~slightly smaller than the incidence of 
zero percent recoveries for samples 
extracted using the approved procedure 
when the SPF, technique yielded 
acceptable results. EPA does not 
consider the number of false negative 
results obtained by the SPE technique to 
be.significantoonaideringthetotal 
number of data points, 

In fact; it appears that the SPE: 
‘technique performed better&an the 
approved iiqutd-liquid extraction 
procedure. .The+tatistial analyses & 
the.comparabiity dataindicated that,+ . 
those cases where&here were 
statistically signIficantdifferences 
between the twomethods, .the mean 
recoveries of the SPE procedure were 
slightly higher or .the SPE procedure was 
significantly more preciae.than the I 
approved techmque. Tbarefore, &e 
Ageucy maiptaimihat the Baker SPE 
pmk&ureis @8&-&s for monito:dqg 
compliance wi&MCLs for the four 
orptnachlorine pesticides: endrin, 
iindane, methoxychlqr, and toxaphene. 

IV. Ftlhne Review of Analytical 
..: 
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will also generally examine the 

BIl WA. Before EPA promuIgates MCLs 
for inorganic contaminants and 

. 
apprbved drinking water methods as ‘. 

pesticides, the Agency expects to: 

part of. its promulgation of MCLs 

reevaluate all methods {including ‘those 
approved today] and determine whether 

nursuaht io-the 1988 amendments to the 

to continue their approval. ‘. - 
The analytical method approved I 

today ‘are only applicable to the.existing 
MC&s. Public water systems. are 
cautioned that detection limits fdr 
certain inorganic chemicals such as lead 
and arsenic are ,higher using the ICP 
technique than with atomic absorption 
methodology. Thus, the ICP technique 
may not be adequate for very low. ’ : 
concentrations. 

V. Regulatory Assksment Req&e&ehts - 
A. Executive Order 12291 

Under Executive Qrderi2291, EPA 
must judge whether a regulation is 
“major” and, therefore, requires a 
regulatory impact anafysis. EPA has 
determined that this regulation is not 
major as it will not result in an effect on 
the economy of $180 millionor more. a 
significant increase in cost or prices, or 
any of the adverse effects described in 
the Executive Order. This rule simply 
specifies two analytical techniques 
whichmay be used by laboratories to 
measure concentrations of,certain 
pesticides and inorganic chemicals and, 
therefore, has no adverse economic 
impacts. However, this action’was 
submitted to CM3 for their review’under 
the Executive Order. 

B.2Xegulotory Flexibirity Act ’ 

‘This amendment is consistent with the 
objectives of the Regulatory Piexibiiity 
Act (5 U.S.C. 602 et seq.] because it will 
not have a significant economic impact 
on a substantial number of small. 
entities. The methods which are.-- 
included in this final rule give all 
laboratories, includingsmalf~ 
laboratories, the flexibility to.use these 
alternatemethods. 

C.. Paperwbrk Red&on Act 

This .rule contains .no requests for 
informationand is, therefore, exempt 

. from the requirements of the Paperwork 
- Reduction Act, 44 .US.C. 3501 et seq.. 

VI. FJfecitive Date . _ 

monitoring-methods to he used after 30 
days of promulgation, EPA is 

is no such hmitation for monitoring; 

promulgating these regulations tider 
section 1445. Effective 18 months after 

rep.orting, and recordkeeping mgulations. 

promulgation, the analytical methods 
will also.be deemed to be promulgated 

which may be used to assist in 

under section 1412 

determining compliance. To,allow. the. 

v. References’and Public Docket . 
The followingreferences are in&ded 

in the Public Docket together with other 
correspondence.and.information. The. 
Public Docket is .available for reviewing. 
in Washington, DC, at headdress listed 
at the beginning of this’natice. All public 
comments received on the proposal are I. 
included in the.Docket. 

l Technical reviews of the proposed 
analytical techniques. 

l Reportwith recommendations from 
the Director, Environmental Monitoring 
and Support Laboratory in Cincinnati to 
the Director, Offme of Drinking Water: 

F Copies .of the proposed analytical 
techniques and performance data. - 

* MethodValidation Study Report for 
ICP technique. 

l Collaborative Study Report for SPE 
technique. 

9 Public Comments and EPA 
Responses. 

. 

List of Subject~‘in.40 ~~Parts141 and 
143 -, ( 

Chemicals; Analytic& methods, ‘, 
Reporting aiid recordkeeping 
requirements, Water supply, 
Administrative practice and procedure. 

Dated: FebnGy 9,1988.. 
LeeM.Thomas, 
Administmtor, U.S. Enviromten~a~ Ptiotection 
Agency. 

For the reasons set out in&e 
preamble, Parts 141 and 143 of Title 40, 
Code of Federal Regulations are 
amended-as set forth below. 

PAR7 141-NATIONAL PRlMkY 
DRINKING WATER REGULATIONS. 

1. The authority citation for Part 141 
continues to read as follows.: 
. Authority.42 USC. 300g-11.300gd;300j-4, 
and 300j-9. 

. 2. Section 141.23 is amended by 
revising paragraphs (fj introductory text, 
tfX0 ifl121~ KG% @Mb If?@1 and VK919 
footnotes l-4 are republished, and 
footnote 8 added-to read as follows: This rule is issued under SDWA 

section 14t&,l412 and 1445. Althou& 
section 1412(b) provides that the 
National Primary Drinking Water 
Reguktions [as described in’wction 
~401). take effect 18 months after their 
promul@ation, under section3445 there 

§ 141123’ Inorganic chemical samplin@and. 
analytical requirements. .’ 

(r) Analyses conducted to:det&mine t 
compliance with 141.11 shall be made in 
accordance.with the following methods, 

or their equivalent& d~etermined by the’ 
Administrator. ‘. 

(1) Arsenic-Method r-206.2, Atomic 
Absorption Furnance Technique; or 
Method 1 206.3, or Method * D2972-788 
or Method * 3Ol.A VU,.pp. 159-162, or 
Method 3 1-1062-78, pp.. 61-63, Atomic 
Absorption-Gaseous H:ydride: or 
Method f 208.4, or Method l D-2972- ’ 
78A, or Method * 484-A and 404-B(4), 
Spectrophotometric. Silver 
Diethyldithiocarbamate; or.Method 8 
20%‘. inductively Coupled Plasma 
Technique. 

{22] Barium-Method l 208.1. or 
Method 2 30%-A IV, pp, 15%X%. Atomic 
Absorption-Direct Aspiration; or 
Method l268.2, Atomic.Absorption 
Furnace Techrrique; or Method B 200.7, 
Jnductively CoupledPlasma Technique. 

(3) Cadmium-Method J 213.1 or 
Method 4 D 3557L76A or B, or Method * 
301-A II or III, pp.‘148r152,*tomic . 
Absorption-Direct Aspiration; or 
Method ’ 2l3.2 Atomic Absorption 
Furnance Technique: .cr Method B 200.7, 
Inductively Coupled Plasma Technique. 

(4) Chromium-Method 1 218.1 or 
Method * D 1687-77D, or Method * 301- 
A fI or HI, pp. 148-152. Atomic 
Absorption-Direct Aspiration: or ’ 
Chromium-Method l 218.2, Atomic 
Ahsorption.Furnace Technique; or 
Method 8.~~.7, Inductively Coupled 
Plasma Technique. 

(5) Lead-Method 1 239.1, or Method 4 
D 3559-7$A or B, or Method * 381-A II 

: or III, pp. 148-X2,-Atomic Absorption- 
Direct Aspiration; or Method 1 239.2, 
Atomic Absorption Furnace Technique: 

1 “Methods of Chemical Analysis of Water and 
Wastes,” EPA Environmental Monitoring and 
Support L&oratory, Cincinnati. Ohio 45268 @PA- 
~J(M/P~~&zo]. March 197s. dvailabie from ORD 
Publications. CERI. EPA. Cincinnati. Ohio 45295. For 
approved anal$ical procedures for metals. the - 
technique applicable to total metals must be used. 

2 “Standard Methods for the Examination of 
Water and Wastewater.” 14th Edition, American 
Public Health Association, American Water Works 
Association, Water Pollution Control Federation, 
1976. 

J Techniques of Water-Resources Investigation of 
the United States Ceoiogical Survey, Chapter A-l. 
“Methods for Determination of Inorganic 
Substances in Water and Fiuvial Sediments.” Book 
5,1979. Slack xO24-lYX-03177-9. Available from 
Superintendent of Documents. U.S. Government 
hinting Office, Washington, DC 29492 

’ Annul Book of ASTM Standards, part 31 
Water. American Society for Testing and Malerials, 
,I978 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103. 

t * l l ’ c 

a “Inductively Coupled PLasma-Atomic Emission 
Spectrometic Method for Tmce Element’ Analysis of 
Water and Wastes-Method 2oo.Z’ with Appendix 
to Method 299.7 entitled, “Inductively Coupied 
Plasma-Atomic Emission Analysis of Drinking 
Water;7 March 1997. Available from.EPA’s 

itoring and Support Laboratory. 
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or Method ,a 200.7, Inductively ,coupied 
Piasma Technique. _ 
* 

(91 fkerlM&~od l L72 1 or &&hod 2 
301-A B pp. 148-152, Ato-& 
Absorption-Direct Aspiration: or 
Method 1 272.2, Atomic Absorption 
Furnace Technique: .or Method a 296.7, . 
Inductively Coupled Plasma Technique. 
* * t * * 

3. Section 141.24 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e), and the footnotes 
thereto by republishing footnotes 2 and 
5 unamended and by adding a new 
footnote 6, as follows: 
0 141.24 Organic chemicals other than 
total trihalomethanes, sampling and 
analytical requirements. - 
* 

(e) AnalyLis mide ti determine 
compliance with 0 141.12[a) shall be 
made in accordance with the following 
methods, or their equivalent as 
determined by the Administrator: 
“Methods for Organoctiorine Pesticides 
.and Chiorophenoxy Acid Herbicides-in 
Drinking Water and Raw Source 
Water,” available from ORD 
Publications, CERI, EPA. Cincinnati, 
Ohio 45268; -or “Organochiorine 
Pesticides in Water,“ Annual Book of 
‘ASTM Standards, Part 31, Water, 
Method D-3986-79; or Method 509-A. 
pp. 555-565; 2 or Gas Chromatographic 
Method9 for Analysis of Organic 

‘. Substances in Water,s USGS, Book 5, 
Chapter A-3, pp. 24-39; or Solid Phase 
Extraction (SPE) 6 Test Method Number 

= see Footnote 2 to 0 141.23. 
* t *,.* l 

6 Tedmiques of Water-Resources lovestigation oY 
the United Stales Geological Survey. Chapter A-8. 
“Methods For Analysis of Organic Substancesin 
Water.” Book.& .x97% Stock 4X%01-1227. Available 
,frorn Superintendent of Documents, U.S. 
Govemmenl Printing OFFice, Washington. DC: 

* Solid Phase Extraction [SPE] TesI%fethod 
Number SPE-650 is ev&sblefnun J.T.Sakar 

. _ 

SPJZ-596 for EPA’s “‘Methods for’ 
Organochlorine Pesticides and 
Chlorophenoxy Acid in Herbicides in 
Drinking Water and Raw Source 
Water.” 

PART 143-NATIONAL SECONDARY 
DRINKING WAiER REGULATtONS 

4. The authority citation for PaFt 143 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 42 USC. 3OOg-l(c). 3ODj4, and 
3001-9. 

5. Section 143.4 is amended by 
revising paragraphs’ 03X3), ‘(b)(5), (b)(S), 
and (I) to’read as follows: 

8 343.4 Monitoring. , 
* * * * * 

.&I* * * 
(3) Cooper-Atomic Absorption 

Method, “Methods for Chemical 
Anaiysis:of Water and Wastes,” pp. 
108-109, EPA Office ofTechnology 
Transfer, Washington, DC 204661974, 
or “Standard Methods for the 
Examination.of Water and 
Wastewater,” 13thEdition pp. 216-215, 
14th Edition, pp. 144-1347; or fnductively 
Coupied Plasma Method, “inductively 
Coupled Plasma-Atomic&n&ion 
Spectrometric Method for Trace Element 
Analysis of Water and Wastes-Method 
200;7,“.available from EPA 
EnviromnentaI Monitoring and Support *. 
Laboratory, Cincinnati, Ohio 45268. ; 
*’ l . * * * 

(5) IrqwAtom& Absorption Method> 
.“Methods for ,Chemical Analysis of 
Water and Wastes,” pp. 110-111, EPA, 
Office of Technology Transfer, 
‘Washington, DC 294691974, or - I 
~“Standard Methods for the Examination 
of Water and Wastewater,” 13th 

Chemical Company..z;! Red Sc!molLane, 
PhiUipsbu&&.w Jersey 08865. 
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Edition, pp. 21~218,14th Edition, pp. 
144-147; or Inductively Coupled Plasma 
Method, “Inductively Coupled Plasma- 
Atomic Emission Spectrometric Method 
for Trace Element Analysis of Water 
and Wastes-Method 200.7," available 
from EPA Environmenta! Monitoring 
and Support.Laboratory, Cincinnati, 
Ohio 45268. 

(6) Manganese-Atomic Absorption 
Method, “hllethods for Chemical 
Analysis of Water and Wastes,” pp. 
116117, EPA, Office of Technology 
Transfer, Washington,‘DC 264681974, 
or “Standard Methods for the 
Examination of Water and. 
Wtistewater,” 13th Edition, pp. 2%215, 
.14th Edition, pp. 144-147; or Inductively 
Coupled Plasma Method, “Inductively 
Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission 
Spectrometric Method for Trace Element 
Analysis of Water and Wastes-Method 
200.7” available from EPA 
Environmental %fonitoring an.d Support 
Laboratory, Cincinnati, Ohio 45268... _ 
c *.* * * 

(11) Zinc-Atomic Absorptibn . 
Method, “Methods for Chemical 
Analysis of Water and Wastes,” pp. 
155-156, EPA, Office of Technology 
Transfer, -Washington, DC 29&6,1974. 
or “Standard Methods for the I 
Examination of Water and 
Wastewater,” 13th,Edition,.pp. 210-215, 
.M&'Editiok pp. 144-147; or Inductively 
Coupled Plasma Method, “Inductively 
Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission 

~Spectrometric Method for T&e Element 
Analysis of Water and Waste&Method 
200.7,” available from EPA 
Environmental Monitoring .and Support 
iaboratory, Cincinnati, Ohio 45268. 
(FFDoc.88-3%KIFtieb 2&88;8:~15am] . . 
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